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ABOUT

The Fantasy Scout 365 Ultimate Volume
Guide provides all of the background and
details you will need for your upcoming
fantasy football draft. We include the
details of how to use or analysis
successfully. 

The Ultimate Volume Guide provides all of
the data you need in a condensed format.
How often do you find yourself lost in the
information because of too much data?
Our guide will help you weed out what is
needed and what is not needed so that
you can make quick and decisive
decisions when you are in the heat of
your fantasy football draft.

OUR ULTIMATE VOLUME GUIDE IS A CULMINATION
OF ALL FANTASY SCOUT 365 PRESEASON ANALYSIS



TOTAL VOLUME EXPLAINED
What do we mean by Total Volume Guide? We
believe that total player usage volume is the key
to winning your fantasy league. Teams that have
higher volume players tend to be the most
successful. For RB's you want guys who carry the
football at a high rate and that receive targets
in the passing game. The best RB's are those
who remain involved in the game during
negative game script situations such as 3rd and
long, or down multiple scores. When Drafting a
WR or a TE, you want the players targeted at a
high rate.

The formula sounds simple in theory, but there is
a myriad of variables that you must consider
when preparing for your fantasy draft. Consider
the format; most are .5 pt or full pt PPR. When in
a PPR formatted league, you want to maximize
the opportunities by drafting the highest volume
players. You need to target RB's who remain in
the game during obvious pass down situations.
These players are not a dime a dozen so when you
have the opportunity to draft a guy that fits
criteria; we advise that you pick him up even its
a round earlier than ADP suggest.
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UNDERSTANDING TOTAL VOLUME TREND  
The total volume trend during the season provides the
fantasy team manager the ability to identify what players
are trending up or down. Understanding the trend data and
the other variables that could affect a player's volume is
vital during the season. If a player's usage is higher than
expected, evaluate the other variables like the strength of
schedule, play calling, other players who are injured on his
team, allowing him to receive more opportunities. These
variables can help you decide whether to trade or keep a
player during the season. 


